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Diabetes, the “other pandemic,” has progressively increased
in magnitude despite advances in knowledge about diabe-
tes prevention over the last two decades (1). Therefore,
diabetes will remain a major public health problem for the
foreseeable future. More patients with diabetic complica-
tions inevitably accompany more people living with diabe-
tes. Diabetic kidney disease (DKD) is one of the most
serious, risky, and common, occurring in �30% of patients
with type 1 diabetes and �40% of those with type 2 diabe-
tes (2). Progressive DKD is now the foremost cause of kid-
ney failure worldwide, accounting for half of all cases (3).
However, in many regions, treatment for kidney failure by
dialysis or transplantation is inaccessible and DKD
becomes an unescapable death sentence. Indeed, DKD is
now the most common cause of death in Mexico City (4).
However, even such sobering observations fail to capture
the true magnitude of the impact, as DKD independently
increases risks of all-cause and cardiovascular mortality by
more than fivefold even before patients develop kidney
failure (5). Indeed, the mortality rate outpaces the rate of
progression to kidney failure by more than 2:1 once macro-
albuminuria develops (6). The need to find better ways to
identify and treat DKD has never been more urgent.
Recent therapeutic advances with the sodium–glucose
cotransporter 2 inhibitors demonstrate clear benefits on
top of the standard of care, yet substantial residual risk of
kidney failure and death remains (7,8).

Uncovering the biological basis of disease is essential
to further therapeutic advancement. While hyperglycemia
is a well-recognized DKD risk factor, the traditional bio-
marker of glycated hemoglobin is an average measure
that does not capture glycemic variability, an indicator of
more disordered homeostasis. Glycemic variability per se
is associated with increased levels of circulating markers
of oxidative stress and inflammation, such as total antiox-
idant capacity and high-sensitivity C-reactive protein in

young people with type 1 diabetes (9,10). Inflammation is
increasingly recognized as a major driver of DKD (11).
Innate immune responses generated by macrophages and
T lymphocytes, along with a network of resident dendritic
cells, are integral components of injury to the diabetic
kidney. Kidney injury molecule-1 (KIM-1), also known as
T-cell immunoglobulin and mucin domain-containing pro-
tein-1 (TIM-1) or KIM-1/TIM-1, is a cellular receptor
located on T cells and dendritic cells that is involved in
autoimmune responses and conditions (12,13). Although
KIM-1 is nondetectable or expressed at low levels in the
normal kidney, it is markedly upregulated in damaged
proximal tubule cells in both acute and chronic kidney
injuries (Fig. 1) (14–17). KIM-1 drives release of proin-
flammatory chemokines, such as monocyte chemoattrac-
tant protein-1 (also known as chemokine C-C motif
ligand 2), and thereby recruits and activates leukocytes in
the kidney (15). KIM-1 also promotes phagocytosis of
injured and apoptotic cells by the tubuloepithelium as
well as antigen presentation and dendritic cell activation
of T lymphocytes (15,17). In human kidney diseases,
including DKD, increased KIM-1 expression is associated
with lower estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR)
(14). Expression has also been observed in other kidney
diseases, such as IgA nephropathy, where KIM-1–positive
tubules are surrounded by an inflammatory infiltrate with
a predominance of macrophages and T cells (18). Using
cell lineage tracing in mice, distinct mucosa-associated
invariant T cells that express an activation marker have
been observed in fibrotic human kidneys, suggesting a
mechanism for KIM-1 to arrive in the kidney on infiltrat-
ing T cells (19).

In the study by Forbes et al. (20) in this issue of Diabe-
tes, the role that KIM-1–induced inflammatory responses
to glycemic variation may play in DKD was examined in a
long-term observational study of youth with type 1
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diabetes, a mouse model of atherosclerosis (apoE knock-
out) with and without streptozotocin-induced diabetes,
human proximal tubular cell cultures, and human kidney
tissue from patients with DKD and from control subjects
without DKD. The main finding was that plasma KIM-1,
but not urine KIM-1, was associated with higher levels of
eGFR and increased albuminuria, predictors of progressive
DKD. This observation suggested that KIM-1 was derived
from the systemic circulation rather than the kidney. The
investigators identified cytotoxic CD81 T cells as a poten-
tial source. The mouse models revealed higher levels of
T-cell–derived KIM-1 in response to either glycemic fluc-
tuations without diabetes or overt diabetes. Plasma from
high-risk youth with type 1 diabetes, identified by the
highest tertile of albuminuria within the conventional

normal range, induced human proximal tubular cell
expression of collagen IV and sodium–glucose cotrans-
porter 2 that was blocked by anti–KIM-1 antibodies.
Human kidney tissue demonstrated that KIM-1–positive
T cells were present in the tubulointerstitium of patients
with DKD and focal segmental glomerulosclerosis but
were greatest in those with DKD. These data implicate
glycemic variability as a potential DKD risk factor through
inflammatory mechanisms involving KIM-1 on circulating
T cells that may infiltrate the kidney prior to local KIM-1
production by injured proximal tubular cells.

This provocative study suggests a primary role for sys-
temic T-cell–derived KIM-1 as a driving force for progres-
sive DKD. However, there are a number of limitations
that require additional research to confirm this hypothesis
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Figure 1—KIM-1 is a phosphatidylserine receptor that is upregulated on the apical surface of injured proximal tubular cells. KIM-1 expres-
sion is associated with transformation of tubular epithelial cells into phagocytes that consume apoptotic cells and cellular debris. KIM-1
also drives proximal tubular cells to release monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (also known as chemokine C-C motif ligand 2) and pro-
motes inflammation by leukocyte recruitment and activation in the diabetic kidney. Adapted with permission from Alicic RZ, Johnson E,
Tuttle KR. Inflammatory mechanisms as new biomarkers and therapeutic targets for diabetic kidney disease. Adv Chronic Kidney Dis
2018;25:181–191.
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(20). For example, the kidney tissue samples of DKD
were from a separate cohort that was far older and likely
comprised patients with type 2 diabetes. They had mark-
edly reduced eGFR and severely increased albuminuria,
representing advanced DKD, compared with the main
study cohort with type 1 diabetes who had preserved
eGFR and slightly increased levels of albuminuria. The
inflammatory mechanisms and phenotypes of DKD may
be quite different between early and late-stage disease,
when KIM-1 levels in the proximal tubule are very high.
The signal for T-cell recruitment to the diabetic kidney
early in, or prior to, injury is unclear. Reverse causality
must also be considered for the association of KIM-1
and DKD risk, as cause and effect cannot be discerned
from observational or cross-sectional data. Indeed,
higher circulating levels of KIM-1 could represent an
adaptive response to mitigate cellular injury or may sim-
ply be a biomarker without direct involvement in DKD
pathogenesis. Recognition of DKD as an inflammatory
disease linked by metabolic perturbations and immune
responses is a central tenet that requires broader and
deeper exploration. The ultimate deliverable will be to
unravel these mechanisms in a manner that translates
to better care for patients with DKD at a stage when
health can be maintained and devastating consequences
prevented.
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